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Tired of losing money?Ever wish that there was a simple road map that you could follow to learn

how to trade profitably?"Rubber Band Stocks" is a simple but powerful way of trading stocks.This

strategy is easy to understand and easy to trade.Warren Buffett is famous for saying, "You need to

be fearful when others are greedy, and greedy when others are fearful."This sounds easy in

principle, but how exactly do you do it in real life?This book will will show you how, step-by-step, in

clear and easy-to-understand language.Are you a complete newbie?Or a trader who has blown up

his account and is ready to start again?Or just someone who is curious how to make money from

home, using just a laptop computer?If so, this book is for you. best-selling author, Matthew Kratter

will introduce you to all of the tools that you need in order to profit from market oscillations.You will

learn everything you need to know about:Buy signalsProfit targetsPosition sizingStop lossesGet

started today:Scroll to the top of the page and select the "Buy Now" button.
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Find and trust traders' sentiments on stocktwits and yahoo message boards? And, this "bread and

butter" strategy takes those sentiments as a major decision factor? Are you kidding? I bought this



book based on ratings; and most of the ratings are from the ones who have received the book for

free. I would like to see the real results of this strategy.

Excellent conceptHave the chance to read this book as a FREE preview from Matt prior availability

on ,thought is a worthwhile addition to my investing library and reference data bank.Decided to buy

the title for couple of reasons,first only the Kindle edition gives me the ability to highlight and make

notes as well as I understand Matt does not rely on the income producing publishing books but

nevertheless I like him to feel "recognized" for his dedication to share.One basic yardstick I use

is,"this book,article,technique,system,adviser etc makes me money?."With Matt the answer has

been yes with his Covered calls book that been a MUST to have.This offering gave me the chance

to revisit the use of Bollinger bands,I edited the parameters to bring it in line with his 80

(standard/default in my charting is lower) and can see why he likes it.I really appreciate his

willingness on making himself available via Email,I contacted him recently and he answered

promptly.In summary,the addition of this tool plus the gems offered on his Covered calls prior book

provide a very useful must do set of steps before clicking the buy on the broker site. .

Excellent read. Straight to the point without a lot of useless fluff. I've enjoyed all of this author's

books as each were well written with a focus on one strategy per book. I'm looking forward to the

next one.

This book is hauntingly similar to "Trade the Bounce: A Powerful Strategy for Trading Stocks" by Bill

Shakespeare I purchased last year.I guess I purchased it again. Sigh.

Matthew kindly sent me an advanced copy which I found to be extremely readable, as he cuts

through all of the 'noise' and presents succinctly, only what one needs to know to implement this

strategy. Not only are there a few charts to help cement strategy procedures, there are also some

links which will undoubtedly prove invaluable to the trader. Personally, what sets this book apart for

me, is that Matthew doesn't simply just cite a number of past examples, but offers practical advice

as how to get started in finding potential trade setups. So often many books simply cite old trades

but don't assist the reader in how to go about finding the trades of today and tomorrow. All in all an

excellent simplified book. I intend to paper trade this strategy and prove it for myself.

I had received an advanced review copy of the book. I am new in trading and doing it for



supplemental income. Even after reading beginner's book such as Trading for Dummies, I lacked

some very basic and concrete principles in strategies. This book (and others) by Matthew Kratter

offers the direct practical and to the point approach I have been looking for. The Rubber Band

Stocks strategy adds to my repertoire. I can use thinkorswim platform to find stocks which meets the

Bollinger band criteria for the type of stocks I would like to invest in and from there I can proceed

forward and execute upon the other criteria and principles mentioned in this book. For newbies, I

would reiterate to paper trade this until a sense of success and probability of failure is attained.

This is a excellent simple strategy that Matt Kratter has used over the years to help pay his bills. He

focuses on price to enter a trade, when to take profits and where to place your stop/loss. Matt tells

you how to use the Bollinger bands to identify the potential stocks you may want to trade. The book

is short and sweet and right to the point. He gives you examples and recommendation to help you in

your trading. A excellent book that doesn't take long to read and a must have if you are new to

trading. As Matt is given you a strategy that he has learned over the years, that you will be able to

use in you own trading account. Another good book by Matt that I will use in my trading education

and a job well done . Thank you Matt you are a good mentor and teacher. Tom Z

Matthew's books are just the best. He makes a trading strategy simple to not only understand, but to

implement. There are so many stock trading books out there and his have changed my knowledge

and understanding more than any other books. By the time I read most stock trading books I am so

overwhelmed and more confused then when I started the book. Not with Matthew Kratter. This

book, Rubber Band Stocks, makes for a simple and easily implemented strategy that I can start to

use tomorrow. I would recommend this book to any friend looking to understand how to successfully

trade stocks. Thanks Matthew for another book that explains and simplifies.
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